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Diffuse x-ray scattering from thermal donors in Czochralski-grown silicon

T. Yamazaki and I. Hashimoto
Department of Physics, Science University of Tokyo, 1-3 Kagurazaka, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162, Japan

~Received 14 November 1996!

The diffuse x-ray~Cu Ka1) scattering from Czochralski-grown~Cz! silicon crystals after annealing at
450 °C for 24 h has been investigated. The x-ray measurements have been made near the~400! and ~31̄1!
Bragg reflections in directions parallel and perpendicular to the scattering vector. All the characteristic features
have been predicted by the theory for scattering from defect clusters with weak displacement fields~Huang
scattering!. It is shown that the long-range part of their displacement fields has an orthorhombic symmetry and
the defects are the interstitial type. Furthermore, by comparing the symmetry of the diffuse scattering intensi-
ties with that of displacement fields around the thermal donor models in Cz Si, it is found that an NL8 or
IO2 ~self-interstitial and two oxygens! model is reasonable as a core structure of thermal donors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Diffuse x-ray scattering has been used for 40 years a
very powerful method for the investigation of point defec
and their clusters.1–9 Diffuse scattering is suitable for th
measurement of the symmetry and strength of defects an
also a very sensitive method for observing the clustering
point defects during annealing. Since most theoretical mo
calculations pertain to the noble metals such as Cu and N
has been preferred2,4,6 to do the diffuse x-ray scattering mea
surements also on these metals. For semiconductors,
ever, comparison between the scattering results and the
oretical calculations has been limited to larger defec
especially dislocation loops,8,9 and has never been applied
small defects like thermal donor~TD! complexes.

TD complexes arising after heat treatments at aro
450 °C in oxygen-rich Czochralski-grown~Cz! silicon have
been studied in detail since their discovery.10 Much impor-
tant experimental information of the properties has been
tained and many structural models have been propose11

However, no conclusive information to determine the T
structure has been obtained yet. In order to determine
structure of the oxygen-related TD defects, it is helpful
give a short summary of the characteristic features of m
of the experimental information11–13 available.

~1! There is a series of TDn complexes,14–18 usually
n51–9; recently up to 17 have been identified,12,19produced
by a clustering of oxygen atoms during annealing in the te
perature range of 300–550 °C and dissociated by annea
at temperatures higher than 550 °C. Each species of Tn
sequentially appears with increasing the annealing time.
initial rate of TD formation is proportional to the fourt
power20 of the initial oxygen concentration, and the total T
concentrationA approaches its maximum value according
the law of ln@Amax2A(t)/Amax#52kt, wheret is the anneal-
ing time.21 The maximum of the total TD concentration
approximately proportional to the cube of the initial oxyg
concentration14,21 and TD3 and TD4 have attained the high
est maximum concentrations in the nine species after ann
ing for about 24 h at 450 °C.22

~2! TD is a double donor14–16,18,23and the energy levels
560163-1829/97/56~9!/5228~7!/$10.00
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are distributed at aroundEc20.07 and 0.15 eV,12 forming a
succession of increasingly shallow states. The electron p
magnetic resonance~EPR! center24 NL8 correlates with
these characteristic electronic transitions.25–27

~3! The dominant TD species after annealing for over 1
at 450 °C have aC2v point-group symmetry25,28(C2 rotation
axis @001# and mirror planes, two in each of the perpendic
lar $110% planes!. In the cluster of TDn series the anisotropy
increases withn.29 Therefore, it is generally supposed that a
TD’s have a common core12,13 and that TDn11 is generated
from TDn by the addition of one extra oxygen atom21 in a
~110! plane.

Based on accumulating knowledge about TD complex
a large number of core structure models have been propo
According to Dea´k et al.,30 they can be classified into fou
groups.

~a! Oxygen-only complexes:~OY) configuration, one oxy-
gen is bonded to three silicon atoms to form the threef
coodinate, what is called ay-lid; ~O i) 2,31 O i occupies a
puckered bond-center position between two neighboring
con atoms;32,33 ~O r) 2, the four-member ring structure in
which two threefold-coordinated oxygens and tw
silicons;30,31 ~OY) 2;34,35 interstitial O2 molecule,36 two oxy-
gens intercepting parallel Si-Si bonds in a~111! plane and
also bonded to each other; and two O3 complexes,37 one is
~OY) stabilized by Oi atoms on both sides, the other is th
two oxygen atoms intervene at the nearby bond-cente
sites, and the silicon atom bonded both sides with these
oxygens is repelled upward and the broken two bonds w
other silicon atoms repaired by addition of one more oxyg
atom.

~b! Oxygen1 vacancy complexes:VO, one vacancy and
one Oi ;38,39 VO2, one vacancy and two Oi ’s;36,40 andVO4,
one vacancy and two bond-centered O2 molecules.36,41

~c! Oxygen 1 semivacancy complexes: The Ourmaz
Bourret-Schro¨ter ~OBS! model22 and NL8 center41 proposed
by the electron-nuclear double resonance~ENDOR! investi-
gations.

~d! Oxygen 1 self-interstitial complex:IO2, one self-
interstitial and two threefold coordinated oxygens.13,42

The purpose of this paper is to propose experimental d
5228 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 5229DIFFUSE X-RAY SCATTERING FROM THERMAL . . .
to determine the TD’s core structure by comparing the d
tribution of diffuse x-ray intensity from the TD complexe
with that theoretically calculated from the above complica
TD core models. The following section gives a short su
mary of the theoretical background of diffuse x-ray scatt
ing. Section III contains the experimental procedures. T
results of the diffuse scattering measurements are discu
in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The most important features of the theory of diffuse x-r
scattering for understanding the Si results are summar
here. For further details and a complete review of the lite
ture we refer to Dederichs,43 the papers of Trinkaus,44

Ehrhartet al.,1–3 and Morozov and Bublik.8

Assuming a statistical distribution of defects, low defe
densities, and a linear superposition of the displacem
fields around the defects, one obtains, for the diffuse sca
ing cross section per atom close to the Bragg peaks,

Sdiff~k!5SHuang~k!1Santi~k!. ~1!

The main term is the Huang scattering

SHuang~k!5c fh
2uh–t~q!u2, ~2!

wherec is the concentration of defects,f h the atomic scat-
tering factor,k the scattering vector,h the nearest reciproca
lattice vector,q5k2h, andt(q) the Fourier transform of the
displacement field of one defect~single-defect approxima
tion!. For the case of small values ofq, t~q! can be evaluated
by elastic continuum theory. In this approximation, the sy
metry and strength of the long-range part of the displacem
field are determined by the dipole force tensorPi j and the
radial variation is like 1/R2, whereR is the distance from the
defect center. Expressingt~q! in terms of the components o
the dipole force tensorPi j , we get for cubic crystals

SHuang~q!5c fh
2S h

qD 2 1

Vc
2 @g~1!p~1!1g~2!p~2!1g~3!p~3!#,

~3!

whereg (1), g (2), andg (3) are factors which depend on th
elastic constants of the medium and on the directions oq
andh. Vc is the atomic volume, andp (1), p (2), andp (3) are
quadratic expressions of the dipole force tensor compone

p~1!5
1

3 S (
i

Pii D 2

5
1

3
P2, ~4a!

p~2!5
1

6(i . j
~Pii 2Pj j !

2, ~4b!

p~3!5
2

3(i . j
Pi j

2. ~4c!

The quantityP5Tr Pi j 5~3p (1)) 1/2 characterizes the strengt
of the defect. It also determines the lattice parameter cha
as

Da

a
5

1

3

DV

V
5c

P

3Vc~c1112c12!
, ~5!
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wherec11 andc12 are elastic constants. Therefore, the me
surements of bothSHuang and of Da/a can determine the
absolute value of the defect densityc. The quantitiesp (2)

andp (3) characterize the deviation from the cubic symme
of the long-range displacement field.

The shape of the diffuse x-ray scattering intensity dis
bution around the different reflections is determined by
variation of the coefficientsg (1) – g (3) in the square bracket
of Eq. ~3! with the directions ofq andh and by the magni-
tudes of the defect parametersp (1) – p (3). For Si, the factors
g (1) – g (3) in Eq. ~3! are summarized for different direction
and reflections in Table I. Inspection of this table reve
that by combining the measuring direction a unique discrim
nation between cubic (p (2)5p (3)50!, tetragonal (p (2).0,
p (3)50!, trigonal (p (2)50, p (3).0), and orthorhombic
(p (2), p (3).0) symmetry of the long-range displaceme
field of the defects is possible.

The antisymmetric contributionSanti to the diffuse scatter-
ing intensity in Eq.~1! is given by

Santi52c fk
2h

h

q

1

Vc
S 1

3
g~1!D 1/2

P, ~6!

with

h5(
n

~12cosh–tn!2Re
f h

D

f h
, ~7!

wheref h
D is the scattering factor of the defect andtn the static

displacement of the atomn due to the defect. Equation~6!
holds for defects whose long-range displacement fields h
cubic symmetry.1

Santi(k) is antisymmetric with respect to the direction ofq;
therefore it can easily be separated from the symme
SHuang(k) by averaging the experimentally observed inten
ties Sdiff at equal distances but opposite directions from
Bragg peak. For defects with large local displacements,
single interstitials, interstitial clusters, dislocation loops, e
the first term of Eq.~7! usually outweighs the contribution t
h from the scattering amplitudef h

D of the defect itself. For
such defectsh is always positive, so that the sign of long
range displacements can be determined directly from
sign of Santi.

When the point defects are clustering, the diffuse scat
ing comes from the strongly distorted region around the
fects. The diffuse scattering for larger values ofq>1/R0 can

TABLE I. Parametersg (1), g (2), andg (3) entering into Eq.~3!
for two reflections andq directions used in the present investig
tion. The parameters have been calculated according to the form
given in Refs. 43 and 44 using the room-temperature elastic c
stants of Si~Ref. 54!: c1151.656431012 dyn/cm2. The parameters
g ( i ) are given in units of 1/3c11

251.215310225 dyn22 cm4.

Type of Direction
reflection ofq g (1) g (2) g (3)

(h00! @100# 1 2 0
@011# 0 0 8.22

~31̄1! @011# 0 2.89 1.23
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5230 56T. YAMAZAKI AND I. HASHIMOTO
be described by a Stokes-Wilson approximation,44 which
shows the characteristic proportionality toq24 in contrast to
SHuang.

The main principles of double-crystal measurements
the analysis of the diffuse x-ray intensity distribution can
found in the above paragraphs. However, a more cor
analysis of the diffuse x-ray intensity has been carried ou
Krivoglaz.45 It becomes possible to obtain more precise
formation on defect sizes and their types.

For the case of widely opened detector slits, the x-
detector measures scattered intensities around e
q5(q0

21q1
2)1/2, where the vectorq1 which satisfies the in-

equality 0,q1,` belongs to the tangent plane including t
point q05Duhcosu. The q0 determines the minimum dis
tance between the reciprocal lattice site and the Ewald sp
with the angular deviationDu from the Bragg position.

The integral x-ray intensity and its dependence onq0 are
determined by the integral

E
0

` qd
m22q1dq1

~q1
21q0

2!m/2 . ~8!

Here m is the power factor in the power law expressi
I (q)}q2m, and for clusters the vectorqd is determined by
the expressionqd5R0

21 for different q0. Then the integra-
tion of Eq. ~8! gives as

I ~q0!}H ln@qdexp~0.5!/q0# for q0,qd ,

qd
2/2q0

2 for q0.qd .
~9!

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

A. X-ray setups

The diffuse x-ray scattering measurements were p
formed at room temperature in the so-called integral geo
etry ~widely opened counter slits!. The double-crystal dif-
fractometer system~Rigaku Denki SLX-1! schematically
shown in Fig. 1 with an 18 kW rotating anode x-ray sour
and Cu Ka radiation was used. It was composed of
vacuum path which led the x-ray to the monochromator

FIG. 1. Schematic view of the measuring system.
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0.5 mm slit~slit 1! in front of the monochromator, the mono
chromator crystal which selected theKa1 radiation by a
~100!-cut nondoped Fz Si single crystal for the symmetric
incidence~400! reflection, a 0.5 mm slit~slit 2!, a 0.2 mm
slit ~slit 3!, the sample holding at the high-precision thre
axis goniometer, and the scintillation counter~the energy
resolutionDE/E. 40%!. The incident x-ray beam area ont
the specimen surface was 0.235 mm2. The range of angular
deviation of the second crystal from the accurate Bragg
sition was62° and the angular scanning step was 0.05°.
order to obtain an accurate Bragg peak, the scanning
carried out using a step of 19.

In our systems, the background was less than 10 cou
min. According to Klug and Alexander,46 if NT is the total
number of counts recorded in timet andNB is that of back-
ground counts in the same time, the probable errorup is
given by

up5
1.64

R21 FR~R11!

NT
G1/2

~10!

for a 90% confidence level~here,R5NT /NB). For up53%,
this reduces to

NT53000
R~R11!

~R21!2 . ~11!

Assuming a signal-to-background ratio of 30,NT is of the
order of 33103. Taking into account this criterion, counts i
each step are accumulated in the scaler for 2000–4000

The scattering intensity around the reciprocal lattice po
h was measured in a direction parallel toh by rotating the
sample and the counter at the ratio of 1:2. It was also m
sured in a direction perpendicular toh by rotating the sample
with the counter angle fixed at 2uB (uB is the Bragg angle!.
The diffuse x-ray scattering intensity was obtained by s
tracting the intensity of the nondoped Fz Si single crys
from the total intensity. In this time, thermal diffuse scatte
ing and other background scattering were automatically
moved.

B. Correction of intensities to absolute units

The absolute diffuse scattering cross sectionsS @given in
electron units~e.u.!# were obtained from the known cros
section of a polystyrene (C8H8) reference sample by com
parison of the scattered intensities.47 The polarization factor
p depends on the scattering angle of the monochromator
that of the sample and was calculated for ‘‘mosaic crystal
For thin crystals and for asymmetrical geometry, correctio
are necessary for scattered intensitiesI . The correction fac-
tors k5I ideal/I actualwere calculated according to the Intern
tional Tables48 and are collected in Table II.

In order to determine the absolute scattering cross sec
S, the square of the atomic structure factor,f h

25( f 1D f 8)2,
must be known for the evaluation ofp (1) – p (3) from Eq.
~3!. f h

2 is reduced by the thermal Debye-Waller Fact
~DWF! neglected in Eq.~3!. According to the Internationa
Tables, the values off h were taken and the DWF was calcu
lated for the temperature of 293 K. The thermal Debye
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TABLE II. Parameters used for conversion to absolute intensities.

Geometry, Absorption DWF
Reflection uB ~300 K! p correctionk ~293 K! ( f 01D f 8)2

~400! Symmetrical reflection 0.902 1.000 0.908 59.55
34.57

~31̄1! Asymmetrical reflection 0.922 8.647 0.935 69.96
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rameters were taken as average values ofQD5505 and 658
K. All values are collected in Table II.

C. Samples

A precisely chemically polished~100! surface cut from
the nondoped Fz Si single crystal was used as the refer
specimen. The sample being investigated was ap-type Cz Si
wafer which was doped withB having a 600mm thick and a
~100! surface orientation. The resistivity was in the range
4–6 V cm, and it initially contained interstitial oxygen o
1.731018 cm23 and substitutinal carbon of 1.031017 cm23.
The samples were cut from the wafer to sizes of abou
315 mm2, preannealed for 5 min over 750 °C, and annea
for 24 h at 450 °C in a vacuum furnace (;131026 Torr!.
Before the x-ray measurements, the samples were chemi
etched by an acid mixture (CH3COOH:HNO3:HF510:4:1)
to remove the low-defect-density region of about 20mm at
the front surface. After the above heat treatments, the c
centrations of interstitial oxygen atoms and substitutio
carbon atoms were estimated from the 9mm and the 16.5
mm absorption bands obtained at room temperature by u
a Fourier transform infra-red~FTIR! spectrometer using th
conversion factors of 2.4531017 cm22 ~ASTM F121-80! for
oxygen and 1.031017 cm22 ~ASTM F123-81! for carbon,
and the carrier concentrations of the samples were de
mined from Hall-effect measurements at room temperatu

D. X-ray measurement

In the x-ray measurement the samples were mounted
holder such that the rotation axis of the diffractometer w
parallel to the@011# axis. With this orientation the reflection
~200!, ~400!, ~31̄1!, ~42̄2!, ~51̄1!, etc., can be investigated. I
these reflections we selected the larger and similarh pair, the
~400! and ~31̄1! reflections. The~400! reflection was inves-
tigated in the symmetrical Bragg case and the~31̄1! reflec-
tion was in the asymmetrical case. By measuring the Hu
scattering near the~400! reflection in the perpendicularq
direction, the parameterp (3) was determined~see Table I!.
The parameterp (2) was calculated from the scattered inte
sity in the perpendicularq direction at the~31̄1! reflection,
and then the parameterp (1) was calculated from that in th
radial q direction at the~400! reflection. The lattice param
eter was measured by a technique using two lattice pla
mentioned above and monochromatic x-ray beams.49,50 The
accuracy of the lattice parameter measurement
6131024 Å.
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IV. RESULTS

The results of diffuse x-ray intensity measurements
the Fz Si and thermally annealed Cz-Si crystals are show
Fig. 2. Figures 2~a! and 2~b! are the intensities close to th
~400! reflection measured in a direction parallel and perp
dicular to the reciprocal lattice vector, respectively, and F
2~c! is the intensity close to the~31̄1! reflection in the per-
pendicular direction.

The asymmetry of the intensity pattern relative to t
Bragg peak, that is, a stronger intensity at the right-hand s
~positive q! than the left one, is observed in Fig. 2~a!. It
means that the scattering is caused predominantly by a de
which produces a positive displacement of its neighbor
atoms~an interstitial-type defect! and that the lattice param
eter changes are positive.43 This is in agreement with the
result of the measurement of the lattice parameter cha
(Da/a512.731025). Furthermore, in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!,
symmetric diffuse intensities are observed. Thus, additio
weak diffuse intensities are observed in any direction for
annealed Cz Si crystal in comparison with the Fz Si ref
ence crystal. Taking into account the low dislocation dens
in the annealed Cz Si crystal, it may be recognized that
extra diffuse scattering in the annealed Cz Si specimen is
to microdefects with a low-volume dilatation.

The Huang scattering intensityI Huang is a symmetric part
of the scattering intensity and is obtained byI Huang
51

2@ I (q)1I (2q)2I 0(q)2I 0(2q)#, whereI is the measured
intensities andI 0 is the background. Figure 3 showsI Huang
near the~400! reflection parallel to the reciprocal lattice ve
tor plotted in a semilogarithmic scale againstq. Because of
the no slit measurement in front of the counter~see Fig. 1!,
experimental data points in Fig. 3 show the characteri
feature as is expected in Eq.~9!.45 Hence it is possible to
suppose that the predominant microdefects in the anne
Cz Si specimen are clusters being extrinsic in nature.

According to Eq.~9!, if q05qdexp(0.5), the diffuse x-ray
intensity becomes zero. This fact leads to a determinatio
the defect cluster size:

R05exp~0.5!@q0~0!#21. ~12!

Here q0(0) is the intercept point of the linear portion wit
the abscissa axis as shown in Fig. 3. The cluster size,;10 Å,
is obtained directly from Eq.~12!.

According to Table I and Eq.~3! the diffuse x-ray inten-
sity measurement in theq direction@011# at the~400! reflec-
tion immediately gives the magnitude ofp (3). From the
value ofp (3) and the measurement in theq direction@011# at
the ~31̄1! reflection we getp (2), and from thesep (2) and
p (3) values and the measurement in theq direction @100# at
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5232 56T. YAMAZAKI AND I. HASHIMOTO
the ~400! reflection we getp (1). The value ofp (3) is small
and thep (2) is 3 times larger than thep (3) ~see Table III!.
Therefore we can determine that the clusters in the anne
Cz Si have an orthorhombic symmetry (^110& defects!. For a
comparison of these symmetry parametersp (2) and p (3)

with the theoretical predictions calculated from the therm
donor models, they were normalized byp (1), which is inde-
pendent of the absolute defect strength. The experime
values are compared to those calculated theoretically f

FIG. 2. Angular distribution of x-ray scattering intensities.~a!
Near the~400! reflection in q direction @100#, ~b! near the~400!
reflection inq direction@011#, and~c! near the~31̄1! reflection inq
direction @011#.
ed

l

tal
m

the distortion results30,36,51around the thermal donor mode
as shown in Table III. In these calculations of the dipo
force tensor, it is assumed that the displacements of the
oms far from the third-nearest neighbors are negligi
small, and we have used the isotropic approximation. In
ble III, ~OX) n are the interstitial oxygen complexes,VOn
the oxygen1 vacancy complexes, OBS and NL8 the oxyg
1 semivacancy complexes, andIO2 the oxygen1 self-
interstitial complex, respectively. TD3 and TD4 are domi-
nant thermal donors in a specimen annealed for 24 h
450 °C,22 and their symmetry parametersp (2)/p (1) and
p (3)/p (1) are calculated from the total dipole force tens
which is added the dipole force tensor of two or three bo
centered interstitial oxygen atoms to that of the above
fined core structure models. The experimental values sho
be compared to these two columns’ values. The tendenc
each complex type is the following:~a! Oxygen only,p (3) is
extremely larger thanp (2) or p (2) is zero within the error
bar. It means a strong anisotropy and a small dilatation,
then all models are ruled out.~b! VOn , in a small number of
n (;2!, p (1) is extremely small due to the cancellation
the volume dilatations from oxygens and the contraction
the vacancy; thenp (2) andp (3) become large, and also rule
out. In VO4

21 p (2) is zero, and then it is ruled out.~c! OBS,
p (2) is very small or zero within the error bar, and then rul
out. NL8,p (2) is larger thanp (3), which is due to the double
force of the strength withP33 in the direction̂ 001& is stron-
ger thanP11 in ^110&; then they are close to the experimen
values.~d! IO2, the tendency is the same with NL8. In a
dition to these results of the symmetry parameters of
complexes, we have calculated those parameters for ano
~O i) 3 core model52 and the NO2 one53 proposed recently,
and then their tendencies are similar to NL8 andIO2 except
for the more extremely strong force in the direction^001&; it
means thatp (2) is larger thanp (3) and they are also ruled
out.

FIG. 3. Dependence of the diffuse x-ray intensity on the dev
tion from the reciprocal lattice point. The error bars correspond t
confidence level of 90%.
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56 5233DIFFUSE X-RAY SCATTERING FROM THERMAL . . .
TABLE III. Experimental and theoretical values of the parametersp (2)/p (1) andp (3)/p (1) describing the deviation of the displaceme
field of cluster defects in annealed Cz Si from cubic symmetry. For complicated structures refer to Refs. 30, 36, and 51, and abb
to Sec. I.~-! indicates an extremely large value.

Experimental Theoretical values for oxygen-related thermal donor models
values ~OY) ~O i) 2 ~Or) 2 ~OY) 2 O2 ~O i) 3-1 ~O i) 3-2

p (2)/p (1) 0.065 core~TD1) 0.616 0.000 0.290 1.039 0.775 - 0.0 17
TD3 0.022 0.000 0.058 3.635 6.822 0.032 0.005
TD4 0.011 0.000 0.035 11.396 - 0.014 0.003

p (3)/p (1) 0.017 core~TD1) 0.112 0.148 0.080 1.013 1.560 - 0.8 97
TD3 0.199 0.000 0.135 5.256 9-24 0.441 0.065
TD4 0.243 0.019 0.171 29.738 - 0.409 0.045

Theoretical values for oxygen-related thermal donor models
VO0 VO2 VO2

0 VO2
21 VO4

0 VO4
21 OBS NL 8 IO2

p (2)/p (1) core~TD1) 0.749 0.608 0.481 0.756 0.131 0.000 0.002 0.086 0.0
TD3 2.620 2.285 2.799 3.367 0.042 0.000 0.001 0.049 0.0
TD4 8.215 8.104 32.437 17.005 0.028 0.000 0.001 0.039 0.

p (3)/p (1) core~TD1) 0.002 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.012 0.111 0.1
TD3 0.106 0.304 0.443 0.274 0.042 0.076 0.001 0.019 0.0
TD4 1.147 2.118 14.127 3.804 0.078 0.120 0.013 0.010 0.
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Therefore, we can select three core modelsVO4
0, NL8,

and IO2, which are in agreement with the experimental v
ues in the point of the same order of magnitude. Howev
because the measurements have been done at room tem
ture, it cannot be assumed that the donor states are ne
Therefore the values observed forp (2)/p (1) and p (3)/p (1)

seem to favor the models NL8 andIO2 reasonably.
We finally evaluate the absolute concentration of defe

c, in Eq. ~3!. From the lattice parameter measurements p
formed in the Cz Si before and after annealing at 450 °C
24 h under the same conditions we getDa/a52.731025.
Combining this value with Eq.~5! we arrive at c53.2
31026, that is, 1.631017/cm3 in Si crystal. In the other
electrical measurement, the Hall-effect measurement
been performed for the carrier concentration in the anne
Cz Si specimen. Taking into account that the holes initia
exist and that the TD is double donors, the evaluated do
concentration is 931016/cm3, which is generally in agree
ment with the diffuse x-ray scattering experiments. So
overestimation of the TD concentration by the diffuse sc
tering seems to be due to the presence of inactive compl
in the specimen. After annealing at 450 °C for 24 h t
interstitial oxygen concentration calculated from the 9mm
absorption band of the FTIR region has been reduced
5.831017/cm3, while the substitutional carbon concentratio
is unchanged. Then the number of oxygen atoms in a clu
defect can be determined from the reduction of the interst
oxygen concentration and the creation of the defect conc
tration. On the average, a single-cluster defect contains s
oxygen atoms. This number is in good agreement with t
of oxygen atoms in a thermal donor obtained experiment
by other authors.14,21,23,38,54Therefore, we have conclude
that the main contribution to diffuse x-ray scattering inten
ties seem to be TD complexes.55

The estimated errors of the parametersp (2)/p (1) and
p (3)/p (1) are630% and that of thec value from the x-ray
measurement is625%. Besides the statistical errors of th
-
r,
era-
ral.

s,
r-
r
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y
or

e
t-
es

to
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-

diffuse intensity measurements (63%!, they arise from the
constants given in Table II, the error of the lattice parame
change (611% for Da/a), and the possible inhomogeneit
of the heat treatments of the samples. The errors of the c
centrations from FTIR and the Hall-effect measurements
about620% and610%, respectively.

V. SUMMARY

The diffuse x-ray scattering technique has been applie
investigate the thermal donor~TD! complexes in the Cz S
specimen annealed for 24 h at 450 °C. The measurem
were made near the~400! Bragg reflection in the paralle
direction to the reciprocal lattice vector and near the~400!
and ~31̄1! in the perpendicular directions. The results ind
cate that the TD complexes are interstitial-type defect cl
ters and have an orthorhombic symmetry. The compari
between the symmetry parametersp (2)/p (1) and p (3)/p (1)

obtained experimentally and those calculated theoretic
from distorted atoms around the thermal donor models
be reduced to two reasonable models NL8 andIO2 ~self-
interstitial and two oxygen atoms!. Since NL8 andIO2 core
models are compatible with our results within the range
experimental errors, further experimental information is n
essary to distinguish these two models.
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